Maintenance Mechanic
1st Shift

Kurt Manufacturing Company is proud to be 100% employee owned! Kurt is a nationally recognized manufacturer of quality close tolerance precision-machined parts. Since we opened in 1946, we have expanded our operation to three states. We have an immediate need for a Maintenance Mechanic in our Lyman, Nebraska facility.

This position repairs and maintains, in accordance with diagrams, sketches, operation manuals, and manufacturer's specifications, machinery and mechanical equipment, such as engines, motors, pneumatic tools, conveyors systems, hydraulic systems or tools, and production machines and equipment: observes mechanical devices in operation and attempts to locate causes of trouble. Dismantles devices to gain access to and remove defective parts. Examines form and texture of parts to detect imperfections. Inspects used parts to determine changes in dimensional requirements, using rules, calipers, micrometers, and other measuring instruments. Adjusts functional parts of devices and control instruments. Repairs or replaces defective parts. Installs special functional and structural parts in devices. Starts devices to test performance. Lubricates and cleans parts. May repair electrical equipment. Dependability, flexibility to perform "other" duties as assigned, reliable attendance and the required core tasks listed are essential to the job.

The successful candidate will possess 4 years' experience in a Maintenance Mechanic Role. The ability to troubleshoot machines and equipment required. Experience in a Manufacturing Environment is also required. High school diploma or equivalent required, technical school preferred.

Kurt Manufacturing offers a competitive compensation and benefits package! Visit us online at www.kurt.com. Qualified candidates may fax a resume to: (763) 574-8344, email to employment@kurt.com, or mail to Human Resources at:

Kurt Manufacturing
5280 Main Street NE
Minneapolis, MN 55421

Equal Opportunity Employer: Minorities, Women, Veterans, Disabilities